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Abstract

Complexity is an important aspect of evolutionary biology, but there are many reasonable concepts of complexity, and its
objective measurement is an elusive matter. Here we develop a simple measure of complexity based on counts of elements, incor-
porating the hierarchical information as represented in anatomical ontologies. Neomorphic and transformational characters are
used to identify novelties and individuated morphological regions, respectively. By linking the characters to terms in an anatomi-
cal ontology a node-driven approach is implemented, where a node ontology and a complexity score are inferred from the opti-
mization of individual characters on each ancestral or terminal node. From the atomized vector of character scorings, the
anatomical ontology is used to integrate the hierarchical structure of morphology in terminals and ancestors. These node ontolo-
gies are used to calculate a measure of complexity that can be traced on phylogenetic trees and is harmonious with usual phylo-
genetic operations. This strategy is compared with a terminal-driven approach, in which the complexity scores are calculated
only for terminals, and optimized as a continuous character on the internal nodes. These ideas are applied to a real dataset of
166 araneomorph spider species scored for 393 characters, using Spider Ontology (SPD, https://bioportal.bioontology.org/ontol-
ogies/SPD); complexity scores and transitions are calculated for each node and branch, respectively. This result in a distribution
of transitions skewed towards simplification; the transitions in complexity have no apparent correlation with character branch
lengths. The node-driven and terminal-driven estimations are generally correlated in the complexity scores, but have higher
divergence in the transition values. The structure of the ontology is used to provide complexity scores for organ systems and
body parts of the focal groups.
© The Willi Hennig Society 2014.

One of the most important topics in evolutionary
biology is understanding the mechanistic aspects of
morphological change and the origin of morphological
novelties (Newman and M€uller, 2000; Carroll, 2001;
Moczek, 2008; M€uller, 2010; Peterson and M€uller,
2013). For this, bioinformatics helps with the integra-
tion of knowledge from different disciplines, such as
genetics, development, comparative anatomy, and evo-
lution. The phenotypic data contained in phylogenetic
datasets combined with gene expression patterns from
model organisms hold promise for the detection of
candidate genes responsible for morphological changes
(Mabee et al., 2007a,b, 2012; Coulet et al., 2008;

Washington et al., 2009), provided that both
disciplines refer to a common anatomical reference.
Anatomical ontologies have been developed for the
dual purpose of serving as a common reference for
interoperability between research areas (e.g. genomics
and comparative anatomy), and for automatic
reasoning (i.e. computing) over the structured data to
produce new inferences (Wolstencroft et al., 2007;
Vogt, 2009; Balhoff et al., 2010; Walls et al., 2012).
How these reasoning capabilities are performed over
evolutionary trees has just started to be explored (e.g.
Mabee et al., 2007a; Prosdocimi et al., 2009; Gaudet
et al., 2011). Here we will investigate some operations
to propagate anatomical knowledge over phylogenetic
trees, using ontologies as representations of the mor-
phology of species and hypothetical ancestors, and
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phylogenetic datasets as data sources. Using those
concepts we test the reasoning capabilities and accu-
racy of anatomical representations with the calculation
of a structural complexity index on phylogenetic trees.

Measuring complexity

The origin and evolution of complexity is an impor-
tant and much debated topic in biology (Valentine
et al., 1994; McShea, 1996; Bell and Mooers, 1997;
Aburomia et al., 2003; Freeling and Thomas, 2006;
Vogel and Chothia, 2006; Kim and Caetano-Anoll�es,
2011). However, there are many ways to conceive com-
plexity, and the operational aspects of measuring it
have been elusive (Carroll, 2001; Donoghue and Pur-
nell, 2005). The simplest measures are the mere count-
ing of elements present in an organism, organ, or any
other entity under comparison. More complex mea-
sures incorporate the relationships between elements
(e.g. number of hierarchical levels, counts of structural
and functional relationships; see McShea, 1996; for a
review). Despite this diversity, measures of complexity
are conceptually similar in diverse fields, such as ecol-
ogy, anatomy, and information science (McElhinny
et al., 2005; McShea, 1991; Zhang et al., 2010).
Here we focus on the so-called narrower view of com-

plexity, which reduces the problem to only evaluating
the number of different elements or interactions present
in an organism (McShea, 1991). Under this view, com-
plex organisms have many different types of parts or
interactions, while simple ones have few types of parts
or simple interactions. This approach to evaluating
complexity is simple enough for applications in nar-
rowly defined problems, and allows for quantitative
testing of hypotheses (e.g. comparing morphological
and genetic complexity, or complexity of different body
parts; Carroll, 2001). McShea (1991) classified four
types of complexity, from the combination of two basic
dichotomies: object vs. process, and hierarchical vs.
non-hierarchical organization. Because of the nature of
our data, namely comparative morphology as expressed
in phylogenetic datasets, we will only consider here the
object or structural aspects of complexity, thus taking
into account the number of diversified morphological
elements and their hierarchical arrangement.
There are other measures of complexity based on

the geometric properties of shapes or contours, typi-
cally used for simple, comparable structures in closely
related species (for example, fractal dimension and
Fourier harmonics; e.g. McLellan and Endler, 1998;
Rowe and Arnqvist, 2012). We focus here on a more
qualitative approach, allowing the treatment of
evolutionary novelties and losses of structures; in our
strategy, any given structure in an organism may or
may not have a comparable counterpart in other
organisms. We base our complexity measure on the

presence or absence of individualized structures and
morphological regions. As will be shown below, finely
grained characters (such as counts of modular ele-
ments, degree of sclerotization, size and proportions,
or surface texture), if not quantified, are nevertheless
useful to individualize anatomical elements.

Phylogenetic datasets, novelties, and individuation

We will start by exploring what constitutes a sepa-
rate anatomical element, and how the phylogenetic
dataset helps determine its individuality. As stated
above, in our strategy we will concentrate on counting
individuated structures, rather than on their shapes,
textures or other qualities. First, some characters
express directly the presence or absence of structures
and are straightforward for this purpose. These were
called neomorphic characters by Sereno (2007), and
conform to the concept of evolutionary novelties
(M€uller and Wagner, 1991) of prime importance for a
complexity measure. A gross classification of kinds of
novelties, as stated by M€uller and collaborators, is
helpful to illustrate the diversity of concepts covered
by neomorphic characters in phylogenetics (M€uller,
2010; Peterson and M€uller, 2013; see M€uller and
Wagner, 1991: 238 for examples in mammals). Type I
morphological novelties account for primary anatomi-
cal architectures, such as those defining the body plans
of different animal phyla (example characters are
presence or absence of tight junctions, chitinous cuti-
cle, etc.). Type II novelties cover the appearance of
discrete new elements in an already defined body plan
(examples in spiders are the spinnerets, cheliceral
venom gland, and male copulatory bulb). Type III
novelties result from the individuation of pre-existing,
serially homologous elements (e.g. the specialized setae
aligned to form a comb in the hind legs, in the spider
calamistrum; the sensory forelegs in whip-spiders).
Neomorphic characters readily identify novel struc-
tures that will be counted in our complexity measure,
but not all novelties are expressed in that way.
Sereno (2007) distinguished a second type of

character, expressing variation in a quality for a given
structure (e.g. hind trochanter length: short or long). In
this case the structure (hind trochanter) is uniform, and
the character records variation in a quality (length);
these are called transformational characters. Many Type
III novelties are expressed in the grammar used for
transformational characters. For example, the character
“posterior median eyes tapetum orientation: parallel or
orthogonal to each other” seems to be a transforma-
tional character, but in fact indicates the occurrence of
a complicated polarized light analyser used as a com-
pass for navigation (Dacke et al., 1999) defining a large
clade of spiders (Ram�ırez, in press). The same is true for
a vast grey area of novelties, such as the change of con-
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text of pre-existing structures, as for example the invagi-
nation of the posterior wall of the uterus externus and
lining of female genital glands to conform a posterior
receptacle in dysderoid spiders (Forster and Platnick,
1985), and the clustering of plesiomorphic elements to
conform new structures (e.g. a definite patch of chemo-
sensory setae on the male palpal tarsus) (see M€uller and
Wagner, 1991). An opposite situation occurs in charac-
ters recording the distribution of non-localized, modu-
lar structures on body regions. For example, the
character “femoral trichobothria: absent or present” at
first glance looks neomorphic, but because trichobo-
thria are always present on some articles of the spider
legs, the extension of their distribution on the femora is
best understood as a quantitative change rather than an
evolutionary novelty.
The understanding and classification of novelties is

an open topic in biology (see Brigandt and Love,
2012), and consequently we have not attempted to sort
out novelty types in our dataset, or even draw precise
distinctions between neomorphic and transformational
characters. In fact, the methods we apply below are
useful to study whether some of these distinctions are
meaningful in specific cases (e.g. testing the phyloge-
netic depth or diversity of clades defined by certain
novelties). However, we implemented an explicit use of
characters, both neomorphic and transformational, as
a means to identify the evolutionary individuality of
morphological regions. An example is the case of seri-
ally homologous appendages. Spiders have four pairs
of legs, mostly similar to each other. In principle, we
can suppose that construction of the legs consists of
the repeated deployment of the same genetic and
developmental mechanisms on both sides of four con-
secutive segments (see Klingenberg, 2008); thus, the
mere number, either three, four, or five pairs of legs,
does not add much to the complexity of the organism
(see also Cisne, 1974; Wills et al., 1998; Adamowicz
et al., 2008). However, some very flat spiders have an
elongate hind trochanter (probably helping them to
walk sideways beneath tree bark), thus implying that
there is some mechanism that individuates the hind leg
and, more specifically, its trochanter, to make it much
longer than the remaining leg trochanters. The trans-
formational character expressing the variation in
length of the hind trochanter marks the individuality
of that body part, which adds to the complexity of the
organism. In this way, we use neomorphic and trans-
formational characters to recognize body regions that
can undergo independent evolutionary change, and
count those in our complexity score.

Complexity scores on tree nodes

Because we are interested in an evolutionary con-
text, we need a measure that can be computed not

only for observable organisms, but also for the hypo-
thetical ancestors in a phylogenetic tree, in a way that
is consistent with accepted methods of phylogenetic
inference. One commonly used strategy involves the
construction of a complexity measure for observed
species, and an optimization resulting from the mea-
sure on the internal nodes of the tree. We call this
strategy terminal-driven. For example, Kuntner et al.
(2009) and Tatarnic and Cassis (2010) scored several
elaborations of male and female genitalia (bumps,
pockets, curves, etc.) as independent characters, identi-
fied simple and complex states, and counted how many
of the complex states were present in each terminal, to
obtain a complexity score for every terminal. They
then optimized the scores as a continuous character on
the tree to obtain the ancestral values, a strategy
probably dictated by the comparative test they used
(phylogenetically independent contrasts; Felsenstein,
1985). A different approach to the same problem,
which we call node-driven, is applying the calculation
used for terminals also to the internal nodes of the
tree, but on the optimized values instead of the
observations. The complexity score for each internal
node is the sum of all the characters optimized as pres-
ent in that node (e.g. Aburomia et al., 2003; Kim and
Caetano-Anoll�es, 2011).
By its design, the node-driven strategy produces

complexity values exactly correlated with the phyloge-
netic inference of ancestral character states. We should
expect that both ways of estimation produce roughly
similar results, but it is easy to imagine particular situ-
ations where this does not hold, both for the ancestral
nodes and for transitions on branches (Fig. 1).
Because of the more convincing consistency with the
estimation of ancestral states, we will use here a node-
driven calculation. The inferred values can be easily
integrated in phylogenetic correlation tests based on
optimized values (see Giannini and Goloboff, 2010).

Ontologies and hierarchical complexity

In the previous section we proposed a strategy to
detect and count individuated structures amounting to
the non-hierarchical aspects of complexity, both for
terminals and for ancestors on a tree (Fig. 1). In this
section we will incorporate the hierarchical dimension.
Quantitative methods for phylogenetic analyses require
that characters are logically independent of each other,
thus imposing an atomization of the anatomy. This
allows the algorithms to reconstruct hypothetical
ancestors, one character at a time, which is extremely
efficient in the tree-evaluation phase. However, to cap-
ture the hierarchical component of complexity, we
need a representation of the entire morphological con-
figuration for each hypothetical ancestor, rather than
piecemeal hypotheses for isolated characters. For this
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we will use an ontology to represent the hierarchical
structure of morphology, and extend its application to
integrate, for each ancestral node, the vector of ances-
tral character states in a hierarchical morphological
representation (Fig. 2).
The logical representation and hierarchical structure

of anatomy is a topic common to every biological dis-
cipline employing anatomical knowledge. As is becom-
ing standard, we use an anatomical ontology for this
purpose. Ontologies are used to represent knowledge
on anatomy, genes, biological functions, and processes,
and work as a bridge between domains such as com-
parative anatomy and genomics (Ashburner et al.,
2000; Mabee et al., 2007a,b), as well as providing a
normalized structure for data integration and reposito-
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Fig. 1. Example showing the optimization of a “complexity” character as a continuous variable (terminal-driven) producing inaccurate results.
Only non-hierarchical complexity is considered in this example. The female spider genitalia of goblin spiders (Oonopidae) are characterized by a
high structural diversity in the anterior (features marked with green circles) as well as the posterior (features marked with orange boxes) section,
as delimited by the uterus externus (yellow). The optimization of the characters as independent variables (nd, node-driven) infers three and five
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tions on branches (Bnd and Btd) are similarly discrepant. Examples are modified from the detailed work on oonopid genitalia by Matthias Bur-
ger (Orchestina: Burger et al., 2010; Pseudotriaeris, Oonops: Burger, 2012; Zyngoonops: Burger, 2011). For simplicity, optimizations use
Orchestina as ancestral value. Ambiguous optimizations (dashed borders) are considered as present.
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Fig. 2. Schematic view of the concepts, operations and representa-
tions involved in the inference of hierarchically structured morpho-
logical configuration of hypothetical ancestors.
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ries within a given domain (see Vogt et al., 2013). In
phylogenetics they have been shown to be efficient aids
in the querying of relevant information in datasets
(Ram�ırez et al., 2007). An ontology is similar to a
glossary (all terms have a definition, their names are
unique, and their synonyms are listed) with the addi-
tion of a logical structure of well-defined relationships
between terms, which allows for reasoning and compu-
tation.
Organismic anatomy has a high degree of nestedness

of regions within regions, and this is observable both
in the developmental sequences and in their pheno-
typic results (M€uller and Wagner, 1991). This organi-
zation has a correlate in phylogenetic characters
describing phenotypic variation affecting large regions,
or smaller regions nested within (e.g. the sclerotization
of an entire tagma, such as the spider prosoma, versus
a bulging of a small area in the prosoma, such as the
clypeus). In Spider Ontology (SPD, https://bioportal.
bioontology.org/ontologies/SPD), these hierarchical
relationships are represented by the relations part of
and is a. For example, the clypeus is part of the cara-
pace, which in turn is part of the cephalic area, which
is part of the prosoma. Similarly, a claw tuft seta is a
tenent seta (other types include chemosensory, tactile,
scale, and macroseta). From this structure and the
properties of the relationships (i.e. transitivity), it can
be reasoned that the clypeus is part of the prosoma,
and the claw tuft seta is a seta. Several conceptual axes
are usually represented in the same ontology (e.g.
Dahdul et al., 2012). For example, a claw tuft seta is
also part of the claw tuft, which is part of the tarsus
(note that a given term, such as the claw tuft seta,
may have more than a single parent: claw tuft and te-
nent seta); similarly, the heart is part of the opisthoso-
ma and also part of the circulatory system. The ability
to represent multiple hierarchies in a single ontology is
especially convenient because it is then straightforward
to derive inferences for specific body parts or organ
systems, and comparisons between them. There are
many relationships used in diverse ontologies, repre-
senting development (develops from), spatial arrange-
ment (adjacent to), processes (regulates), etc. (Smith
et al., 2005; The Gene Ontology Consortium, 2012).
Here we focus on just two relationships (is a, part of),
which are convenient to represent the main aspects of
comparative anatomy usually represented in phyloge-
netic datasets.
We use SPD, a multi-species ontology, aimed to rep-

resent the anatomy of any spider species. From the
inception, SPD arose to accommodate the terms
employed in phylogenetic characters (see Ram�ırez
et al., 2007), and later gradually incorporated further
terms for more general purposes. A multi-species
ontology is a general consensus representation of the
anatomical elements in a lineage (e.g. Teleosts: Dahdul

et al., 2010b; Hymenoptera: Yoder et al., 2010;
amphibians: Maglia et al., 2006; flowering plants: Ilic
et al., 2007; neuroanatomy of invertebrates: Richter
et al., 2010; see Dahdul et al., 2010b for a discussion
about the design of a multi-species ontology). Ideally,
such an ontology includes all the anatomical terms in
use for a taxon, although many of them do not co-
occur in any given organism. For example, in spiders
the serrate accessory claws and the claw tufts are clus-
ters of setae that occur at the tip of the leg tarsi in
some species, but so far have not been found together
in any single species. In contrast, other ontologies rep-
resent one species only, usually a model organism (e.g.
Drosophila melanogaster: Drysdale, 2001; zebrafish:
Sprague et al., 2006; Xenopus laevis anatomy and
development: Segerdell et al., 2008; human: Rosse and
Mejino, 2003; fission yeast: Harris et al., 2013; Triboli-
um castaneum: D€onitz et al., 2013).
We could imagine an analogue of the single-species

ontology as a subset of a multi-species ontology, where
all the elements not instantiated in a selected species
(i.e. not present) were pruned away. For example, the
ontology of Araneus diadematus (an orb-weaver spider)
will include the serrate accessory claws but not the claw
tufts. For this reason, it can be quickly understood that
neomorphic characters point explicitly to elements that
must be pruned in certain species when scored as
absent, along with all of its substructures. We use those
pruned ontologies to calculate complexity scores for ter-
minals, and by the same logic of the node-driven
approach, extend this idea to apply to hypothetical
ancestors, represented as internal nodes on the tree.
Using character optimization, we infer all the elements
that are present in an ancestor, and produce a subset of
the ontology to accommodate them, including their
relationships and the complete path to the top-level
class. For the sake of brevity, we term these subsets of
the ontology as ancestral and terminal, or in general
node ontology to apply both to terminals or to ances-
tors. The ancestral ontology is a representation of the
whole anatomy of the hypothetical ancestor, as accurate
as the multi-species ontology, and reproducing its rea-
soning capabilities. For example, while the phylogenetic
inference tells us that some ancestor has claw tuft setae
and scopular setae, the ancestral ontology will infer that
both are kinds of tenent setae, which occur on the
appendages of the prosoma, and that the tenent setae
are instantiated in the ancestor.
A similar approach, as implemented here, is used to

propagate annotations of gene function over phyloge-
netic trees in the PAINT application (Gaudet et al.,
2011), although this implementation suggests ancestral
assignments for subsequent manual curation. Our
application deals with the much simpler problem of a
pre-curated dataset, and hence allows for a fully auto-
mated assignment of ontology terms to ancestors.
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Note also that Mabee et al. (2007a,b), while exploring
the links between phylogenetic datasets and genomics
using ontologies, arrived at an equivalent grammar for
characters and their states as that of Sereno (2007).
In our approach, the phylogenetic matrix defines the

scope of the study. We have only accounted for ontol-
ogy elements that are referred to by at least one char-
acter in the phylogenetic matrix, either neomorphic or
transformational. Once a term is included, we have
also included the complete path of parent terms and
relationships connecting to the root. Operationally, we
have implemented two simple rules to build a terminal
or ancestral ontology. Starting from the multi-species
ontology:

(i) load all the terms referred in the dataset, and also
all terms in their path to the root; this defines the scope
of the study. Then, for each terminal or ancestor,

(ii) if an element is absent, all its descendants are
absent as well (e.g. if calamistrum is absent, then ca-
lamistrum seta is also absent).
We then implemented three simple rules to decide

what elements are counted in the complexity score.
For every terminal or internal node, a term is counted
if (1) it is represented in the node ontology, and (2) it
fulfils one or more of the following criteria:
(a)it could be absent in some other organism (inferred
by association with a neomorphic character);
(b)it may have some individuated phenotypic variabil-
ity (inferred by association with a transformational
character);
(c)it has more than one child term (inferred from the
ontology; the region is a conceptual cluster of other
elements).
Criterion (a) counts elements that are evolutionary

novelties of some taxa in the dataset, or to all of the
taxa if the character is uniformly scored (e.g. spinnerets
present for all spiders). Criterion (b) counts elements
that can undergo independent evolutionary change, and
thus have some degree of individuation. Criterion (c)
will filter out intermediate terms with a single child,
which probably express that there may not be a real or
necessary distinction between parent and child terms;
this has a correspondence with the quality control met-
ric in BioPortal (Noy et al., 2009) detecting classes with
only one subclass, and also with the method “include-
ComputedIntermediates” of OntoFox (Xiang et al.,
2010). Building of the node ontology after rules (i) and
(ii) is also equivalent to the method “includeAllInterme-
diates” in OntoFox, using the root of the ontology as
the top-level class (see also Courtout et al., 2011).

Data and methods

We used a dataset of 166 spider species belonging to
49 families, scored for 393 characters (Ram�ırez and

Michalik, 2014), most of them from morphology and
a few from behaviour and silk structure. This study
aimed to resolve the relationships of two-clawed spi-
ders, and has numerous outgroups spanning most
clades of Araneomorphae, especially entelegynes, the
most diverse clade of spiders.
We used version 0.9.9 of the Spider Ontology avail-

able through the OBO Foundry portal (http://purl.bio
ontology.org/ontology/SPD). The ontology was edited
in OBO-Edit (Day-Richter et al., 2007). All characters
were mapped to ontology terms similarly as in Mabee
et al. (2007a,b), Sereno (2007), Dahdul et al. (2010a),
and Balhoff et al. (2010). Because we are not interested
in specific qualities, we have used a simpler mapping of
characters to ontology terms than the more elaborate
Entity-Quality syntax implemented in Phenex (Balhoff
et al., 2010; Dahdul et al., 2010a). Instead of mapping
every character state to one or more entity terms plus
one or more quality terms, we only mapped the entire
character to the entity terms in the ontology.
For simplicity, we used a single, fully resolved tree,

the reference tree obtained in Ram�ırez and Michalik
(2014), although arbitrarily resolving a single trichot-
omy at the base of Eutichuridae. For the calculations
of ancestral states and the production of coloured trees
we used custom scripts written for TNT (Goloboff
et al., 2008). Ontology terms were represented as
instances for ancestors or species when the correspond-
ing neomorphic character was optimized either as pres-
ent or as ambiguous. To evaluate the effect of
ambiguous optimizations, a global calculation of the
count of terms with a stricter rule (ambiguous as
absent) was also computed for terminals. Node ontolo-
gies (for ancestors or terminals) were represented as
separate OBO files. To compute complexity scores for
terminals with missing entries, we used the optimiza-
tion of the immediate ancestor. For the parsing of the
ontology files and calculation of complexity scores and
ancestral ontologies we used a custom script written in
Visual Basic as implemented in Sax Basic in IMatch
(www.photools.com), interacting with an MS-Access
database also containing the mapping of characters to
ontology terms.
All the data and scripts used for this study are avail-

able in the Dryad repository, along with raw and for-
matted data of the results (Ram�ırez and Michalik,
2014).

Results

Mapping of characters to entity terms in the ontology

We summarize in Table 1 a few exemplar cases to
illustrate the mapping of characters to terms in the
ontology. While some characters refer to a single
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entity (monadic; examples 1–5 in Table 1), others refer
to relationships of two localized entities (relational;
examples 6–7), the distribution of non-localized entities
over a localized one (example 8), organs that occur on
more than one body part (example 9), and multistate
characters applying to several entities (example 10).
Examples 1 and 2 refer to two entities that are func-
tionally correlated and always occur together (cribel-
lum and calamistrum, see below), and thus to preserve
independence, the phylogentic dataset only has one of
the neomorphic characters (for the cribellum, in this
case). To simplify the mapping of characters to terms
we scored additional “bookkeeping” neomorphic char-
acters (all inactive for the phylogenetic analysis) to
document presence or absence of structures that other-
wise had to be inferred using contextual, sometimes
complex methods. This included the binary recoding
of multistate characters that apply to several entities
(example 10). Example 6, a relational character
expressing the separation between two eye lenses,
refers to two terms in the ontology (the anterior and
posterior lateral eyes). Even if they are modular

(spiders have eight eyes), each eye can be individuated
and homologized with a specific eye in other species,
and thus eyes are localized entities. Example 7 is simi-
lar, but it is phrased as applying to a cluster (the ante-
rior eye row, widely used in taxonomy of spiders) that
is not represented in the ontology; instead, the charac-
ter is mapped to its components (the median and lat-
eral anterior eyes). Example 8 applies to two entities,
but one is localized (the femur, the third leg article)
and the other (the trichobothria), as discussed above,
are non-localized setae that may occur in many leg
articles; correspondences in trichobothria are not pro-
posed one-to-one between distantly related spiders.
Example 9 illustrates the issue of granularity, with a
neomorphic character for a sensory organ found in the
metatarsi of the first and second legs in spiders of the
genus Hortipes (Bosselaers and Jocqu�e, 2000). Because
of its narrow occurrence, the organ is not represented
in the ontology, and hence the character was mapped
to those metatarsi only, with the same effect as a
transformational character. We have also included a
few terms from behaviour (cribellate silk carding

Table 1
Example cases of mapping of characters to terms in the ontology

Example Character Mapped ontology terms Notes

1 Cribellum: present or
absent

Cribellum (SPD:0000115) Neomorphic

2 Calamistrum: absent or
present

Calamistrum (SPD:0000237) Neomorphic. Correlated
with cribellum

3 Calamistrum organization:
linear or oval

Calamistrum (SPD:0000237) Transformational

4 Cribellate silk axial lines:
present or absent

Cribellate band axial line
(SPD:0000406)

Neomorphic. Silk structure

5 Colulus: absent or present Colulus (SPD:0000117) Neomorphic. Homologous
(reduction) of cribellum
(see Case 1)

6 ALE–PLE lens distance:
separated or juxtaposed

Posterior lateral eye
(PLE, SPD:0000051)

Transformational.
Composition of two
localized entitiesAnterior lateral eye

(ALE, SPD:0000049)
7 Anterior eye row

curvature:
notably procurved or
approximately straight

Anterior median eye
(SPD:0000048)

Transformational. Cluster
not in SPD
(“anterior eye row”),
mapped to localized
components

Anterior lateral eye
(SPD:0000049)

8 Femoral trichobothria:
absent or present

Femur (SPD:0000375) Transformational. Composition
of one localized, and one
non-localized entity

trichobothria (SPD:0000313)

9 Hortipes sensor:
absent or present

Metatarsus I (SPD:0000087) Neomorphic: Entity not in SPD
(“Hortipes sensor”), mapped
where it occurs

metatarsus II (SPD:0000095)

10 Heart ostia pairs: four,
three, or two

Neomorphic, mixed.
Binary-recoded in three
charactersHeart ostium 5: present

or absent
Heart ostium 5 (SPD:0000607)

Heart ostium 4:
present or absent

Heart ostium 4 (SPD:0000606)

Heart ostium 3:
present or absent

Heart ostium 3 (SPD:0000605)
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movements), web (preying web and orb-web architec-
ture), and silk (kinds of silk fibres composing the cri-
bellate band; example 4). These are sufficiently
stereotyped to make clear-cut characters and are cus-
tomary in spider phylogenetics, hence the structural
terms are already in the ontology. These examples are
useful to demonstrate that the same reasoning can be
extended to other fields of comparative biology
beyond morphology.

Homology matters

While the top levels of the Spider Ontology are
structural divisions (e.g. portion of organism sub-
stance, acellular anatomical structure, organ system;
see Haendel et al., 2008), and some high-level terms
are defined in terms of function (e.g. digestive system,
sensory organ), as the terms become more specific,
homology notions become more necessary for their
application to concrete organisms. This includes simple
operations, such as identifying the spinnerets in a spi-
der, or more elaborate ones, such as the labelling of
all gland spigots in an entelegyne spider, for which
there may be seven types in the same individual (see
Coddington, 1989). In the first case, the user may not
even be conscious that she or he is resorting to homol-
ogy, but in the second, the operation is more explicit.
As the Spider Ontology arose to manage the mor-

phological concepts used in phylogenetic datasets, it is
natural that it incorporated much of the pre-processed
homology correspondences on its structure and
definitions, to make room for the variety of form and
function that the same organ may have in different
organisms. In this way, the ontology accommodates
the vast majority of homology statements currently
accepted in spider systematics. We have not
represented, however, the most hypothetical homology
relations in the ontology, especially when they involve
important structural reorganizations. For example, the
colulus is not represented by a neomorphic character
in the original matrix, because it is considered a rem-
nant of the cribellum (Table 1, examples 1 and 5),
which in turn is considered a radical modification of
the anterior median spinnerets as it occurs in liphistiid
spiders (not represented in this dataset; see Platnick
and Gertsch, 1976). Once we added a bookkeeping
character for the colulus (case 5), it refers to a differ-
ent entity than the cribellum, although they are homol-
ogous. As explained by Dahdul et al. (2010b), the
ontology can represent both entities in their structural
aspects (e.g. their position and components), while the
homology statements could be recorded in a separate
table, with their respective sources of evidence (see also
Vogt et al., 2010). Other homology relationships not
represented in the ontology are, for example, the med-
ian tracheae—3rd abdominal entapophyses (Purcell,

1909; Ram�ırez, 2000)—and copulatory bulb—palpal
claw (see Coddington, 1990).

Aligned ontologies

Figure 3 shows a section of the multi-species
ontology side by side with one ancestral and two ter-
minal ontologies. Given that all our node ontologies
originate as a subset of the same multi-species ontol-
ogy, the top-down alignment is trivial (for the more
complex case of aligning pre-existing ontologies of
diverse organisms, see Parmentier et al., 2010; Dah-
dul et al., 2012; Niknejad et al., 2012; Bertone et al.,
2013). The corresponding terms were aligned to high-
light that some body regions are differentially
enriched with structures across taxa. In this case we
focus on metatarsus IV, individualized from the other
serially homologous metatarsi, and on the leg tarsus.
In our phylogenetic dataset there are no characters

directly mapped to metatarsus IV. However, we do
have the character “calamistrum, absent or present”,
and the calamistrum is part of metatarsus IV. Thus,
when the calamistrum is present, we infer that meta-
tarsus IV is individuated, and hence represented in the
ontology as a separate structure. Then, for example,
Hypochilus adds a score of 1 in complexity, because of
having a calamistrum (Fig. 3b).
When examining whether metatarsus IV should add

to the complexity score, it is clear that Hypochilus has
no peculiarity about it other than the presence of a
calamistrum (in this dataset at least); it looks other-
wise just like any other leg metatarsus, and accord-
ingly lacks any child term other than the calamistrum,
which is already accounted for. Hence, metatarsus IV,
although represented in the terminal ontology of Hyp-
ochilus, does not add to the complexity score; it is a
term with a single child without any grouping pur-
pose.
In the ancestor of Cycloctenidae (Fig. 3c) no

calamistrum is present, nor any other peculiarity in
metatarsus IV that could make it different from
metatarsi I–III, and hence it is not represented in the
ontology, and does not add to the complexity score.
The ontology, however, has a generic term
“metatarsus”, for any metatarsi I–IV, which is
included in every species ontology, and in all cases
adds to the complexity score. This generic metatarsus
has several characters pointing to it, which makes it
distinctive from other leg articles such as the tibia or
tarsus.
The calamistrum is used to comb a special type of

silk for entangling prey. Many spiders abandoned web
construction to become active hunters, which is
reflected in some simplification of the spinning appara-
tus (see below; Fig. 5) and in the loss of the calami-
strum (Fig. 3c,d). Of these cases, some spiders
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developed clusters of adherent setae on the tip of the
tarsi (the claw tuft), which allow them to walk on
smooth surfaces and handle their prey (see Wolff
et al., 2013; Ram�ırez and Michalik, 2014). This is
reflected in an increase of complexity in the tarsi
(Fig. 3d), with several elements in the claw tuft that
can evolve independently, as reflected by 11 characters
in the dataset.

Overall complexity

Of the 600 terms in the Spider Ontology, a subset of
350 is sufficient to accommodate all the 243 anatomi-
cal elements referred to in the phylogenetic dataset,
plus the necessary terms to complete a path to the
root. The overall complexity ranges from 184 to 236
individuated elements, and both extreme values are
reached in terminals rather than in ancestors. The
most complex terminal is Acanthoctenus, a cribellate
spider with complex spinning organs, unusual by also
having claw tufts. The simplest is Ariadna, a haplogyne

spider with relatively simple genitalia, simple spinning
organs, and a limited repertoire of setae. The complex-
ity in ancestors ranges from 200 to 235. Most of the
node ontologies, either for ancestors or for terminals,
are unique (i.e. combinations of morphological parts
not inferred or observed in any other node). Table 2
shows the sources contributing to the complexity
scores for some exemplar terminals and internal nodes.
Figure 4 shows the overall complexity scores recon-

structed on the entire tree. The area near the root of
the tree has low complexity values, corresponding to
the lack of differentiation in many organ systems
(spinning organs with few spigot types, unelaborated
genitalia, lack of tenent setae). There is a stepwise
increase in overall complexity in the Entelegynae
(origin of the fertilization duct in female genitalia), the
Divided Cribellum Clade (novel structures on the
chelicerae and their articulation with the carapace,
probably associated with a closer engagement with
prey, rather than the distant prey manipulation of spe-
cialized web builders). The highest overall complexity

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 3. A section of a multi-species ontology of spiders focusing on metatarsus IV, and in the generalized leg tarsus, aligned with species and
ancestral ontologies. For simplicity, instances are not shown in the figure. (a) The Spider Ontology. (b) Hypochilus pococki, a spider species with
calamistrum and without tenent setae. (c) Ancestral ontology of Cycloctenidae, the ancestor of Cycloctenus nelsonensis, and Toxopsiella minuta,
both without calamistrum or tenent setae. (d) Otacilia sp. MJR-410, without calamistrum but with tenent setae.
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is reached by members of the RTA clade retaining the
plesiomorphic cribellum and calamistrum and usually
a prey catching web, but incorporating many of the
above mentioned novelties. From these, several
independent losses of the cribellum and calamistrum
lead to simplification, partially compensated for by the
origination of tenent setae in Dionycha (and
palpimanoids).
We calculated the transitions in complexity over

branches (Fig. 4a,b); positive values are increases in
complexity, negative are simplifications. The modal
peak shows that many of the branches are static, but
the distribution is skewed towards simplification. The
transitions in complexity have no apparent correlation
with overall character branch lengths (Fig. 4c), and
the same is true when only the neomorphic characters
are considered (not shown).
To compare the terminal-driven and node-driven

approaches, we created a continuous character with
the complexity scores for terminal species, and
obtained the optimizations at the internal nodes. Com-
paring these optimizations with the values calculated
from the ancestral ontologies shows a good correla-
tion, but also a wide margin of discrepancies (Fig. 4d).
The divergences are, however, much higher when the
transitions in complexity over branches are compared
(Fig. 4e), rather than the overall values at nodes. This
is remarkable, as most of the comparative methods
focus on transitions.
The overall complexity score is composed of values

from all the organ systems and body parts, but often
we are interested in specific sources of complexity. By
using the structure of the ontology, it is straightfor-
ward to dissect the individual signals of complexity
scores (Fig. 5). The complexity of spinning organs has
some correlation with the silk structures (webs and cri-
bellate silk threads), although there are large variations
in spinning organ complexity not related to web struc-
ture and complexity. By contrast, the tenent setae seem
highly correlated with the abandoning of capture webs
(as in Wolff et al., 2013).
Note that the global complexity values are not the

sum over all organ systems; a given body part may

participate in several systems, but will be counted only
once in the overall score. The ontology and the com-
plexity scores from some systems involve structures
that may seem counterintuitive at first. For example,
in an ontology for setae, all terminal elements (leaves)
are kinds of setae or structures thereof, but there are
intermediate terms such as the basal article of the che-
licerae and metatarsus IV, because some setae are spe-
cific to those articles (e.g. whisker setae and
calamistrum, respectively). If these intermediate terms
are counted or not in the complexity score depends, as
above, on how many child terms they have, or the
presence of characters from setae pointing to them.

Elaborations and limitations

Ambiguities and multiple trees

For this study we implemented a simple treatment
of ambiguity. The states of neomorphic characters
may be ambiguously optimized at a node; here we
considered an element as present in this case, thus pro-
ducing a maximum estimation. In our example, only
2% of the optimizations were ambiguous, and thus the
effect is only marginal. To fully incorporate ambigui-
ties in the calculations, it would be possible to report
the range between minimum (i.e. considered absent
when ambiguous) and maximum estimations, or the
midpoint. If needed for a statistical test, the combina-
tion of possible reconstructions could also be random-
ized (e.g. as in Giannini and Goloboff, 2010). In the
case of multiple optimal trees, the ancestral ontologies
could be calculated for the nodes present in the strict
consensus, again with maximum and minimum com-
plexity estimations obtained from iteration over all the
optimal trees.

Missing entries

In our method it is straightforward to calculate the
species ontology and the complexity scores for termi-
nals with missing entries. The character optimization

Table 2
Count of ontology terms in selected nodes (corresponding to species or ancestors)

Node or terminal name
(a) Terms in
node ontology

(b)
Leaves

(c) Non-trivial
intermediates

(d) Total
complexity

Hypochilus pococki 254 100 105 205
Ariadna boesenbergi 232 88 96 184
Acanthoctenus cf. spinipes 283 116 120 236
Trachelopachys ammobates 269 108 115 223
Root (Araneomorphae) 272 113 114 227
Cycloctenidae 264 109 109 218

(a) Total count. (b) Terms in the node ontology without descendants (leaves). (c) Non-terminal terms in the ontology that are referred by
characters, or have more than one child. (d) Total complexity score (b + c).
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of the immediate ancestor produces a most-parsimoni-
ous inferred character state for those cases. For exam-
ple, a species belonging to a clade with complex
female genitalia will be inferred as such when the
female is unknown.

Coarse ontology and approximated mapping

A phylogenetic analysis is always a rough
approximation. Only the main strokes of the complex
transformations at molecular and developmental levels
causing morphological change can be represented as
clear-cut characters (when they are known), but most
often the mechanistic basis is unknown. Similarly, the
interdependences of anatomical parts are only
approximately represented in the ontologies. For
example, the highly asymmetric claws of gradungulids
(Forster et al., 1987; Michalik et al., 2013), the
above-mentioned metatarsal sensor of Hortipes, and
the additional receptor on the tarsal organ of Oonopi-
dae (Platnick et al., 2012) occur coordinately on legs I
and II. These phenotypic variants indicate a level of
individuation of groups of legs (I and II vs. III and
IV), instead (or on top) of each leg varying indepen-
dently, but those groups are not represented in the
ontology version used here. An advantage of the hier-
archical structure of the ontology is that these imper-
fect mappings have a reduced impact, limited to a
small neighbourhood of terms.

Individuation and transformational characters

In our simple implementation the individuation of
body regions via transformational characters is done
for the entire dataset, but tracing the origin of the indi-
viduation to a specific clade is preferable. An example
is the character “trochanter IV length: <1.5 times the
length of trochanter III or at least 1.5 times as long as

trochanter III”. First, we recognize that the compari-
son with trochanter III is merely administrative; the
comparison could be done with either trochanter I or
II, and hence we do not map the character as express-
ing variation in trochanter III. Second, by outgroup
comparison we distinguish that trochanter IV becomes
elongated, and not trochanters I–III shortened,
thus mapping the character to trochanter IV only. We
could distinguish between “normal” and “modified”
states, and map the increased complexity only to the
few taxa with elongated trochanters, as if it were a
neomorphic character (a Type III novelty, in this case,
marking the origin of the individuation of the hind tro-
chanter). However, at the moment we do not have the
conceptual elaborations to implement this kind of dis-
tinction for all the transformational characters in the
dataset. Imperfections aside, we want to emphasize
that phylogenetic matrices have a tremendous value
for the detection of individualization of repetitive
structures that become subjects of independent evolu-
tion. Once a case of individuation is detected and
selected for experimental study, phylogenetic matrices
and trees are again useful for the selection of good
candidates for contrasting experiments. For example,
two closely related species differing in the occurrence
of a single individuated structure (and little else) will
be good experimental candidates to avoid other
sources of variation and thus better isolate the origin
of individuation (M€uller and Wagner, 1991).

Conclusions and prospects

We believe that our implementation of ancestral
ontologies as a subset of a multi-species ontology
opens a powerful and intuitive way of extending the
reasoning capabilities of ontologies in an evolutionary
context. The ancestral ontologies integrate the atom-

Fig. 5. Evolution of complexity for selected character systems. Colours represent the different degrees of complexity (same scale as in Fig. 4).
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ized character hypotheses in a coherent representation
of the anatomy of hypothetical ancestors on trees. The
combination of the phylogenetic dataset and trees with
the ontology allows inferences of wide application in
evolutionary biology, such as the evolution of com-
plexity and the individuation of modular structures as
we have demonstrated here. Using an ontology it
incorporates the hierarchical dimension of complexity
and, perhaps more importantly, allows for sound and
fast calculations for subsystems in a variety of axes,
such as morphological divisions of the organism or
organ systems. We believe that the development of
applications of anatomical ontologies specific for phy-
logenetics will unlock the potential of phylogenetic
data in other fields using ontologies as a common ref-
erence. At the same time, and as discussed by Franz
(2013), these will help determine which ontology
design types, relations and reasoning rules are more
convenient for the management and integration of
phylogenetic data.
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